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A few words on the université Paris XI
❖ Created in 1971, is now a big scientific pole of the Paris area

❖ Earlier developments by Frédéric and Irène Joliot-Curie in the 
1950s (IPN d’Orsay, then LAL)

❖ Several Nobel prizes and Fields medals associated to 
university : Albert Fert, Pierre-Gilles de Gennes, Jean-
Christophe Yoccoz, Laurent Lafforgue, Ngô Bảo Châu, 
Wendelin Werner

❖ A few numbers :

❖ 3 000 researchers

❖ 3 200 engineers, technical and administrative staff

❖ 80 employees at Bibliothèque Universitaire (library)

❖ ~30 000 students

❖ has 14 doctoral schools (is associated to 5 other)

❖ ~500 theses defended per year
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Practical details
#3

❖ 2 wifi networks available : LAL-public and eduroam

❖ Lunch food : university restaurant price is ~12 euros

❖ Boulangeries, small shops in City center 

❖ Conference dinner on Thursday evening (5th) will be entirely covered by the 
workshop

❖ Restaurant Le Loubnane (Lebanese food), 15 rue Lagrange, Paris, be there at 8pm
City center

❖ Next to Saint-Michel RER 
station (line B)

❖ Next to Notre-Dame

❖ Tel. numbers in case you need 
something :  
F. Balli : +33 7 68 34 67 19 
L. Fayard : +33 6 82 97 48 86



General idea of the two meetings
#4

❖ Precision EW measurements at LHC raise some questions, several of them raised in previous LPCC meetings at 
Mainz and CERN

❖ QCD : prediction of pTW spectrum

❖ EW : impact of missing higher order, incorporation of fermion pair corrections, sin2theta_eff variations in MC 
programs, new MCs NNLO QCD + NLO EW… 

❖ Format of the first three days (working meeting) : one presentation per half day, and then discussion for the rest of 
the time

❖ Expected reminder presentations (+ possible news and progress) from :

❖ F. Tackmann : theoretical uncertainties to pTW/pTZ ratio, Geneva

❖ A. Vicini : impact of HF quarks on pTZ

❖ G. Ferrera : uncertainties in DYRES

❖ S. Camarda : parton shower vs resummation

❖ F. Piccinini : Higher-order EW corrections, Powheg-EW

❖ J. Bendavid : current direction from the CMS side

❖ we can discuss the detailed schedule this morning

❖ Format of the last 2 days : more like a ‘conventional’ workshop with presentations but we strongly encourage to 
discuss them (also reserved a full slot for discussion)



pT(W) in ATLAS W mass
#5

❖ Baseline is Powheg+Pythia, that we reweight for each term

❖ dσ(m)/dm modeled with Breit Wigner

❖ Other terms : reweight MC according to various predictions that we validate with the data

1. dσ(y)/dy : fixed-order NNLO prediction (DYNNLO)

2. pT at a given y : Pythia8 with ‘AZ’ tune

3. polarisation Ai : fixed-order NNLO prediction (DYNNLO)

6 Vector-boson production and decay

Samples of inclusive vector-boson production are produced using the Powheg MC generator interfaced
to Pythia 8, henceforth referred to as Powheg+Pythia 8. The W- and Z-boson samples are reweighted to
include the e↵ects of higher-order QCD and electroweak (EW) corrections, as well as the results of fits to
measured distributions which improve the agreement of the simulated lepton kinematic distributions with
the data. The e↵ect of virtual photon production and Z/�⇤ interference is included in both the predictions
and the Powheg+Pythia 8 simulated Z-boson samples. The reweighting procedure used to include the
corrections in the simulated event samples is detailed in Section 6.4.

The correction procedure is based on the factorisation of the fully di↵erential leptonic Drell–Yan cross
section [31] into four terms:
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where p1 and p2 are the lepton and anti-lepton four-momenta; m, pT, and y are the invariant mass,
transverse momentum, and rapidity of the dilepton system; ✓ and � are the polar angle and azimuth of the
lepton1 in any given rest frame of the dilepton system; Ai are numerical coe�cients, and Pi are spherical
harmonics of order zero, one and two.

The di↵erential cross section as a function of the invariant mass, d�(m)/dm, is modelled with a Breit–
Wigner parameterisation according to Eq. (1). In the case of the Z-boson samples, the photon propagator
is included using the running electromagnetic coupling constant; further electroweak corrections are dis-
cussed in Section 6.1. The di↵erential cross section as a function of boson rapidity, d�(y)/dy, and the
coe�cients Ai are modelled with perturbative QCD fixed-order predictions, as described in Section 6.2.
The transverse-momentum spectrum at a given rapidity, d�(pT, y)/(dpT dy) · (d�(y)/dy)�1, is modelled
with predictions based on the Pythia 8 MC generator, as discussed in Section 6.3. An exhaustive review
of available predictions for W- and Z-boson production at the LHC is given in Ref. [70].

Measurements of W- and Z-boson production are used to validate and constrain the modelling of the fully
di↵erential leptonic Drell–Yan cross section. The PDF central values and uncertainties, as well as the
modelling of the di↵erential cross section as a function of boson rapidity, are validated by comparing
to the 7 TeV W- and Z-boson rapidity measurements [41], based on the same data sample. The QCD
parameters of the parton shower model were determined by fits to the transverse-momentum distribution
of the Z boson measured at 7 TeV [44]. The modelling of the Ai coe�cients is validated by comparing the
theoretical predictions to the 8 TeV measurement of the angular coe�cients in Z-boson decays [42].

6.1 Electroweak corrections and uncertainties

The dominant source of electroweak corrections to W- and Z-boson production originates from QED
final-state radiation, and is simulated with Photos. The e↵ect of QED initial-state radiation (ISR) is
also included through the Pythia 8 parton shower. The uncertainty in the modelling of QED FSR is
evaluated by comparing distributions obtained using the default leading-order photon emission matrix
elements with predictions obtained using NLO matrix elements, as well as by comparing Photos with
an alternative implementation based on the Yennie–Frautschi–Suura formalism [71], which is available

1 Here, lepton refers to the negatively charged lepton from a W� or Z boson, and the neutrino from a W+ boson.
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❖ A few suggested studies towards an understanding of the origin of 
the hardening of the pTW distribution (wrt pTZ) when going to 
NNLL, and PS uncertainties (non-exhaustive)

❖ Comparisons of DYRes, Resbos, Cute, DIRE, Sherpa, and 
Geneva

❖ Comparisons of the 2 (now available) parton showers in Sherpa



Boson pT distribution : ways forward
#6

2-5% (NNLO+NNLL)

0.5% Å 1-2% ? (NLL!)

~1% ? (experimental)

Need progress!! Can we reach dmW < 5 MeV from this source?
(note : Tevatron counts no uncertainty here)

Need data – 200 pb-1 before the end of Run 2?

dmW ~ 5-10 MeV
(better at NNLL?)



pT(W)/pT(Z)
#7

❖ On what points did we make progress since then, or should 
we discuss in details in the coming days ?

F. Tackmann



Resummation
#8

❖ Why does parton evolution at NLO result in a worse description of the data than LO 
evolution ?

M. Grazzini



Impact of HF on pTZ
#9

❖ The authors use a combination of 4FS and 5FS to better assess the impact of massive quarks 
(here b) on pTZ, and subsequently on mW fit by building a new tune in PS (incorporating the 
difference btw 5FS and improved description)

❖ Shift is negligible for mT fit,  ~5 MeV for pT(lep) fit

❖ Effect of c-quark ?

A. Vicini



NLO-EW
#10

❖ ~Agrees with estimations from ATLAS mW analysis

❖ Should treat FSR matching correctly when incorporating EW effects

A. Vicini



NLO-EW
#11

❖ FSR effects ~100x larger than the further EW corrections

❖ when combining everything, the FSR accuracy should not be spoilt 
(eg by the matching procedure), or we risk to lose more than we gain 



EW corrections : open points/questions
#12

❖ Are there further studies to confirm the small impact from 
NLO EW corrections ?

❖ Comparisons with KKMC-hh (talk by Scott Yost in general 
meeting)

❖ fermion pair corrections : validation with the data

❖ sin2theta : 

❖ how to vary sin2thetaW_eff in MC generators 
consistently ?

❖ is the size of EW corrections comparably small ?



Working meeting : Monday to Wednesday
#13

❖ Suggestion for a general splitting, but no strict 
compartments needed

❖ Today : resummation day

❖ Tomorrow : EW corrections day

❖ Wednesday : parton shower day, overflow, 
preparation of summary talks for the second 
session

❖ Several rooms booked if people need to look at 
technical points in details on laptops in a quiet 
environment

❖ Can we manage to converge and make a 
publication ‘a la PDF4LHC’ containing studies and 
recommendations for EW and QCD uncertainties 
for these precision measurements at LHC ?

❖ Would be good to work on a skeleton note in 
this respect


